
Interview with Colematics Operative #69 Enghis Von Sharklor

Unfortunately Mr.Von Sharklor Moonlights at the Putty-Putt Crazy Golf course as a Putty-Putt 
Dracula and he is unable to break character

IV:Good Evening mr.Von Sharklor

EVS: I work at the Crazy Golf vhat do you vant of me !You vant to Play Transylvanian Hovel’ Par 4
Do you know ‘Whore Wolves 3 : Beasts of the Night - There is Much to be learned from Beast Par 
7’. Toughie.

I am Putty-Putt Dracule’ 

IV: Yes Mr.Von Sharklor, we actually wanted to talk to you about the Colematics INF, what is your 
role there ?

EVS: I am the First and Last of My Kind..My Blood is red with Sin and debauch. centuries and 
centuries past ‘Lovelock Pole 6 par’  

if you finish in five vou’ll fall through the trapadoor and never get out alive creak creak ! Hah aha 
aha hah hah !

If you finish in Seven vou’l never get to Heaven. Heh Heh !  .Heh heh. A Deathless Libertine. 
Hoor.hooaarggh ! 

Cooterank Zebra. Midnight. ! I’m having me some... Drank. ….Slurp Gurgle …….tweezle tweezle. 
Doing ! (starts walking like John Wayne and moving head back and forward sharply like Mark 
Frain.

IV: But what about Colematics !

EVS:Electrostatics ! I control the Winds. WINDS ! WINDS ! Take this bloodless buffon away from 
me . I must away to my Crypt. ‘Crypt Obstaghoul par 4’  To my ‘Tombs Par 3’ Quickie but tricky. 
Hah ha. Pork Chop.

Tie up the Pony Tonto, I’m Leaking out the back, Slates whirring, lightning crashing down on a Wig
Shit -blown high  Conquer Wizard and wizzing around like a hairy UFO. Dibbles. Chalk Drawing 
of a Man seated.

Mind crumbles before eyes pinning to the ground. thousands of eyes and ears of all species descend.

ad Nauseum…. It gets pretty obvious vat Sharklor Vill Do. so …. Fangs for the Memory ‘hiccup 
hiccup. We made our funny with the ‘Putty-Putt Dracula’ did we not.


